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		When you're programming C# 4.0 and need a little help, this tightly focused and practical book tells you exactly what you need to know -- without long introductions or bloated examples. It's ideal as a succinct quick reference or as a guide to get you rapidly up to speed if you already know Java, C++, or an earlier version of C#.

	
		Written by the authors of the acclaimed C# 4.0 in a Nutshell (O’Reilly), this book covers the entire C# 4.0 language -- without skimping on the details -- including:

		
			Features new to C# 4.0, such as dynamic binding, optional and named parameters, and type parameter variance
	
			All of C#'s fundamentals
	
			Advanced topics, including operator overloading, custom conversions, type constraints, covariance and contravariance, lambda expressions and closures, iterators, nullable types, and operator lifting
	
			LINQ, starting with sequences, lazy execution, and standard query operators; finishing with a complete reference to query expressions
	
			Unsafe code and pointers, custom attributes, preprocessor directives, and XML documentation
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The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind: How to Rewire Your Brain and Your Business for SuccessApress, 2014

	International Bestseller and Amazon #1 Hot New Release - "The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind" offers practical strategies for business transformation, based on research from organizational psychology, neuroscience, business analytics, and multiple intelligences theory.
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The History of Mathematical Tables: From Sumer to SpreadsheetsOxford University Press, 2003
The book itself is the fruit of a very good idea of the British Society for the History of Mathematics, which was to have a conference and then a book on the theme of mathematical tables, and the editors are to be congratulated on a handsome volume on the social history of mathematics. Notes and Records of The Royal Society     
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Handbook of Nanoscience, Engineering, and Technology, Second Edition (The Electrical Engineering Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2007
The first edition of the Handbook of Nanoscience, Engineering, and Technology was published in early 2003, reflecting many of the nanoscience possibilities envisioned by Richard Feynman in his 1959 address, “There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom.” In his address, Feynman speculated about what might be on the molecular scale, and...
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Inside SQL Server 2005 Tools (Microsoft Windows Server System Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Direct from Microsoft Insiders: the Complete Hands-On Guide to

SQL Server 2005’s Powerful Tools!

 




Microsoft SQL Server 2005’s high-powered management tools can dramatically
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The Requirements Engineering Handbook (Artech House Technology Management and Professional Development Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This book is intended as a concise but thorough ready reference for requirements
analysts (RAs)—those who are assigned to determine the requirements
for planned systems and software, both in computing and engineering.
It is a desk guide/handbook that focuses on how RAs can best perform their
work.
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Circumcision and Human RightsSpringer, 2009
"There is hardly a reason to circumcise a little boy for medical reasons because those medical reasons don t exist," said Dr. Michael Wilks, Head of Ethics at the British Medical Association, who admitted that doctors have circumcised boys for "no good reason." 

In the United States, parts of Africa, the Middle East,...
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